
Ishida SLP-V & SLP-5

Batch Price Change Operation
The batch price change function is a way of making price changes in advance. The changes are not sent to the 
scales but are instead saved in a separate batch. This batch can be loaded at a later time to update the database and 
send the changes to the scales all at once. Use the batch price change function for repeating sales and one-time 
price changes where the campaign function is not applicable.
The function to automatically schedule batch price changes is only available if using the client-server version of 
SLP-V and SLP-5.

Procedure
1. Create a new batch, name the batch and confirm it is Enabled. 

2. Select Temporary.

3. Set the schedule as needed: send once, daily or weekly.

4. Set the start and end dates and times.

5. Add a PLU. Enter the sale price. 

6. Repeat step 5 for additional PLUs.

7. Select Save and Close to complete the batch. 

The SLP-V and SLP-5 Scheduler will send the batch to the scales at the designated start date and time. When the 
end date and time occur, the Scheduler sends the original prices at the time the batch started. This price is displayed 
as the old price on the Batch Manager screen.

  
Figure 1. Batch Price Change Screen
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Figure 2. Batch Manager Screen

Other Operations
Manual Operation
The batch may be started and ended manually by overriding the scheduled date and time. On the Batch Price 
Change screen click the Send Now button. Based on the current batch status the following occurs:
Waiting          Started Sale prices are sent to the scale(s). A confirmation message is displayed that the database 

and scales will be updated with the new prices. 
Started           Finished Original prices are sent to the scale(s). A confirmation message is displayed that the 

database and scales will be set back to the old prices.
Batches may be sent manually from the Batch Manager screen using the Load Batch button. The only 
message displayed is: This will apply the selected batch to the database and scale. OK to proceed? 
There is no specific message advising which prices will be set: new or old. 

Predating
If a batch start date and time are in the past, the batch will start within one minute of saving and closing the batch.
Editing Batch Prices
Once a batch has started, prices cannot be edited and sent to the scale(s). Although the batch will display the 
updated price, neither the database nor the scale(s) receive the new price. The only method to recognize the 
updated batch prices is to reset and manually load the batch. On the Batch Price Change screen, click the Reset 
Status button. Click OK at the prompt to set the date and time, then click Send Now. 
Overlapping and Nested Batches
The same PLU should not be included in two active batches. This can lead to incorrect prices being restored after 
the batches finish. For example, if the first batch sets the sale price at $1.00, the second batch saves the $1.00 price 
as the old price to restore when it finishes. The only allowable overlapping would be to nest a second batch within 
the first batch. For example, if the second batch starts after the first batch begins and finishes before the first batch 
ends, the old prices restored after each batch finishes would be correct. 
Editing Standard Prices
If the price of a PLU in an active batch is changed, the scale(s) will receive the new price, overwriting the batch 
price. When the active batch finishes, the PLU’s price in the database and scale(s) will be set to the old price saved 
when the batch started, overwriting the price change made to the PLU. When a PLU is included in an active batch, 
an icon is displayed at the top of the Edit PLU screen. There is no special indicator on the normal Price Change 
screen. 
Refer to the SLP-V or SLP-5 Help Menu, section Batch Price Changes for additional details. 
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